Name: ______________

Q4 HW 5

Reading and Writing

New HFW: other, than, so
Read Poem: Zones of the Ocean
Write a sentence with each sight word in
it. Draw pictures to match.
Find 5 things around your house that
have long vowels (ex cake, bike, etc).
Draw a picture of each. Label it. Write
a sentence using one of the words.
Learn to read the sight word poem
fluently. Practice reading 5 times.

////////////////////
////////////////////
////////////////////
////////////////////

Reading Comprehension
Please log onto Raz Kids (reading A-Z)
Go to: www.kidsa-‐z.com/login	
  
Find a nonfiction book.
Write the main idea and 3-4 details in the
graphic organizer below.

Title: _________________________________________

main idea

Math
It’s Review Time!
• If you need practice countingCount to 100 four times.
Record how high you count
each time.
• If you need practice with
shapes… Find 4 flat shapes and
4 3D shapes around your
house. Draw the shape and
write its name.
• If you need a challenge! Count
by 10’s to 200. Write how you
counted (10, 20, 30, 40… up
to 200)
• Practice your addition and
subtraction facts withing 5
fluently.

Unit of Study
They will complete this portion of homework on a
separate piece of paper so that they can put it in
their Shark Notes Folder at school.

Name: _____________________

Website: Pebblego.com
Username: eprise
Password: school
This week log on and find the online reader of the
shark they chose (you will find this list on the blog).
Investigation is not limited to only this site, but it is
great and kid friendly.
How to get started: Log on. Click Animals. Click
Fish. Click Sharks. Find your child’s specific shark.
Fill out the attached Fun Facts sheet. Turn this in
separately (do not staple with the other homework
pages).

	
  
	
  

Do	
  not	
  staple	
  the	
  “Fun	
  Facts”	
  Notes	
  page	
  to	
  the	
  HW.	
  
Please	
  keep	
  it	
  separate	
  so	
  that	
  we	
  can	
  easily	
  put	
  it	
  in	
  their	
  
Shark	
  Folders.	
  	
  

Name: __________________ Name of shark: ___________________

Fun Facts
Fun Fact 1: Write a sentence and draw a picture

	
  

	
  
Fun Fact 2: Write a sentence and draw a picture

	
  

	
  Fun Fact 3: Write a sentence and draw a picture

	
  

	
  

